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Analysis:
We analyze monotonic improvement in faithfulness using the Biased Constraint Demotion algorithm (Prince & Tesar 2004) , augmented by Error Selective Learning (Tessier 2009 ) which ensures gradual approximation of the target. The initial M ≫ F ranking of *ComplexOnset ≫ Max, Dep causes /fɹɔɡ/ to be produced as [hɔɡ] (an error), and each error is stored in a Cache. Faithful forms are produced when such errors have prompted learning, causing the demotion of *ComplexOnset beneath faith. This change in ranking does not cause a wholesale change in productions, however, thanks to a novel use of stored errors. In our proposal, learners have two methods for producing outputs: They can either use their most up-to-date grammar, or they can recycle a cached error. Even after demoting *ComplexOnset, forms like [hɔɡ] remain in the Cache and compete with the faithful clusters that the grammar now protects. Cached errors gradually decay, allowing the grammar's increasingly faithful forms to surface.
In contrast, words like [dɔɡ] begin with no markedness pressure to become [ɡɔɡ] , as no constraint in CON requires one major place per word; harmonic forms only emerge once the learner has created a harmony constraint, Agree(MajorPlace). Initially, the learner generates disharmonic forms and stores them in the Cache. Once the child has added Agree(MajorPlace) to their grammar, it begins to produce harmonic forms like [ɡɔɡ] . Over time, the grammar's production of [ɡɔɡ] takes over from the Cache's slowly decaying [dɔɡ] , causing a dip in faithfulness. From this point, learning continues as it does with cluster simplification, with gradual increase in faithfulness caused by demotion of Agree(MajorPlace), and the decay of harmonized stored errors like [ɡɔɡ] .
Our assumption that children can create Agree(MajorPlace) follows various proposals for phonological constraint induction (Hayes 1999; Flack 2007; Hayes & Wilson 2008) . We hypothesize that *ComplexOnset is present in the child's grammar before their first productions (either innately or by induction from perceptual experience), whereas Agree(MajorPlace) is induced in response to the child's own productions and increased articulatory demands.
Conclusion:
In this paper we offer a statistical analysis of Trevor's speech that reveals differing acquisition paths: Steady increase in faithfulness to complex onsets vs. a U-shaped trajectory for consonant harmony. We attribute this difference to the typological ubiquity of complex onset simplification in adult languages (due to *ComplexOnset) vs. the child-specific nature of major place consonant harmony. In our analysis, the learner has two competing sources for productions: previous forms, stored as slowly decaying errors, and the current grammar's outputs. This competition causes a steady increase in faithfulness, unless a newly added markedness constraint, e.g. Agree(MajorPlace), gives rise to a U-shaped trajectory.
